


















































































Stable Limit Cycle 
(sustained oscillation)
TEDDY_0000063
Damped Oscillation
TEDDY_0000074
Supercritical Hopf 
Bifurcation
hasSuperPart
hasSubPart
KiSAO:0000035
algorithm using 
deterministic rules
KiSAO:0000094
Livermore Solver
KiSAO:0000026
algorithm using non-
spatial description isA
isA
isA
instanceOf
Model construction 
Model simulation 
Model analysis
KiSAO:0000088
deterministic algorithm
(automatic method switching)
instanceOf
Systems Biology Ontology
SBO [4] seeks to describe the 
precise nature of each element 
of a model. It consists of six 
orthogonal branches, each of which forms a 
controlled vocabulary of terms for use in Systems 
Biology:
●  Entity, e.g. simple chemical, enzyme
●  Participant role, e.g. inhibitor, substrate
●  Quantitative parameter, e.g. kinetic constant, 
time interval 
●  Modeling framework, e.g. discrete, logical
●  Mathematical expression, e.g. rate law, 
conservation law 
●  Interaction, e.g. transport reaction, cleavage
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